
The Most Dangerous Game

Maybe, now, while we’re hanging out here; maybe while we’ve stopped and taken note 
of this contradictory neighborhood of oxymorons...

Well, maybe we should pause for yet another of our minutes.  
Take a breath; maybe two.
And think, for a moment?
About a massive, governmentally-mandated, Civil-Rights-initiated tax funding now being 

added to the increasingly popular dissemination of a deregulated (not subject to state law) 
philanthrocapitalist financing: all of this progressively intermixed capital available, in ultra-
modern days, for generating yet more of those expensively advertised competitive school 
markets.  And if, as we’ve stopped here, we call upon simple logic to recognize that the point of 
a competitive market inside the world of profits is that there will be winners – and losers.

And if, just as rationally, we take an additional moment to recollect that the point of 
having historically created a democratic, everybody’s-equal, all-student-inclusive public system 
of education had been deliberately premised upon the idea that, as we built and safeguarded our 
equitable intentions?  

There would be no losers.
How, exactly, did this glaring paradigm shift exist, in some magically oxymoronic way, in 

the same realm?  On the same plain?  Inside the very same publicly promoted as compassionate 
low-income-school-reform statements?

 No matter who, in modern days, was holding up the competitive school market as an 
imperative academic solution; no matter who was claiming it to be an undoubtedly helpful, and 
even compassionately necessary, educational action – well due, quite simply, to the logistics 
which surrounded we-win-you-lose competitions, a market-aggressive choice school system 
could never, and would never, offer a necessarily inherent value for a truly public all-student 
equity.  In point of fact, in this model; in this self-protective and tactically selective system?
	
 Certain pre-recognized (and nowadays, my, but wasn’t it cool?  So conveniently and 
endlessly test-score labeled) students would soon become an out-and-out liability.  
	
 A serious negative-outcome risk.

After all, as the bottom-line logic behind unconstrained modern-day markets assured 
investors, being industry rivals driving for business?  Entrepreneurial competitors had no reason 
to hold any actual fidelity to a truly philanthropic, truly selfless concern for an all-student equity.  
Defensively shielding outcome margins, contemporary contenders would not – in the name of 
any honestly felt altruism – feel obligated to offer free or specialized services to less able clients.  
In fact?  The tangible success of an unfettered free-market system, especially when presented 
with strategically dismantled quality controls, depended not upon a democratically public 
service, but upon...

Well, just the opposite:
The enterprisingly entrepreneurial, immediate-result selection and use of public clients.  
Closeted deep down inside, way down deep inside the shimmering web of intricately 

entangled smoke screens – it was, in fact, this, the unemotional exploitation of publicly 
vulnerable clients, which camouflaged the biggest and most dangerous low-income school game.  
If, being skeptical; if, being aware of an increasingly negative reaction to test-based reforms; if, 
pulling away from the expensively published pro-school-choice endorsements (refusing to click 
your heels; refusing to believe) – well, if, intentionally, you looked not at but through the eye-



catching razzle-dazzle engendered by an ever more confusing and ever more impenetrable 
smoke:

You could see that, in actuality?
The entire NCLB/R2T accountability process – a process which, for so many years, now, 

had promoted itself as being munificently necessary for directing money toward helping the poor 
– was simply yet another example of a modern-day deregulated market profiteering:

Getting rich at the expense of those whom you so loudly proposed to help. 
With all of its gaudy promotion; with each and every impassioned plea for an empathetic, 

student-centered action – a low-income public school reform was, in fact?
Nothing more than a minimally-regulated, venture-capital enterprise.  One that had not 

only allowed, but had, for long year after long year, now, been thriving upon the hard-line 
unemotional (and oh, my, so financially rewarding) act of a low-income-client exploitation.  As 
member after member piled enthusiastically onto the increasingly funded school reform wagon, 
through the never-ending endorsement for a minimally regulated flood of endlessly realigning 
innovations – proactively savvy free-marketeers?*

Had managed to spongily mop up each and every drop of a low-income school financing.  
Leaving little, if any, help?

Behind.

*“A deregulated school innovation” – that type of modern-day school management where apprantly no one at the 
top is ever to be held long-term responsible – has come to mean an endlessly interruptive churn: year after year 
starting out with this or that administrator, but ending up under the leadership of someone altogether different.  
Starting out with this or that particular set of teachers, yet ending up at the end of the year functioning under the 
management of a dissimilar set of educators.  Starting out a school year following this or that policy, but then 
shifting – mid-year, mid-semester or even mid-week – to an abruptly mandated alternate policy. 


